
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO LATE FIFTEENTH CENTURY KIT 
MEN: POURPOINT, HOSE AND GOWN

Some terminology and illustrations of the basics: 

Points 

Pourpoint 

Doublet 

What you wear on your legs. Originally, these were two 
separate legs – like long socks or stockings – which would tie 
on to your breeches or your pourpoint (of which more below) 
to stay up. By the end of the fifteenth century in England, this 
separate-leg ('single' or 'split') style was only really for the 
poor (there was even a statute to this effect) and men with any 
money and idea of style were wearing joined hose – here, 
the two legs are joined at the top and go all the way up over 
the  bottom to just below the waist. There were holes around 
the top edge for the points…. 

Laces used to join different garments or pieces 
of garments together 

A tight-fitting upper body garment, generally with 
sleeves. The bottom edge of the pourpoint has holes 
matching the ones in the top edge of the hose, and 
points are threaded through these holes to attach 
the hose to the pourpoint, and so keep them up. 

Another name for pourpoint.  
It’s worth noting that a habit has grown up of using 
‘pourpoint’ to refer to a sleeveless garment and ‘doublet’ 
for a sleeved version, in both cases used with points 
and hose as above. But they were the same garment 
and there is actually very little evidence for any 
sleeveless pourpoint/doublet before c.1490. In this 
guide I use 'pourpoint’ for any upper-body garment 
attached to the hose. 

Breeches 

Hose 

This will give you the basic vocabulary of men's clothes in England in the late fifteenth century, give 
you an idea of the look you should be going for, and guide you as to what items to buy if you are 
starting out. It's only concerned with soft kit - that's everyday garments, not military gear. Each item is 
illustrated with a period image (the vast majority from English sources), supported by contemporary 
photographs or drawings.

Shirt 

Underpants (note - people often use the French term 'braies')

Loose, white (or natural) linen - this is worn under all 
the other clothes and can double as night wear
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Gown 

Shoes 

Pattens 

The next layer over the pourpoint (and hose), and the 
most usual outer layer. Men are very rarely seen in 
just their pourpoint and hose - usually only in scenes 
of men hard at work. Gowns can be super-short, 
barely skimming the bottom, or full length, and they 
are usually sleeved, although non-sleeved versions 
are seen on working men. Gowns can also be either 
open at the front (like a coat) or closed (like a dress). 
I use ‘gown’ very generally here and other people will 
use other terms. For example, when talking about 
the short versions in particular, people might call 
these doublets, but I prefer not to, as - strictly - the 
doublet was a garment used for pointing and the 
'gown' goes over the pointed layer. 

Shoes at this time were made inside out and turned 
right way out late in the process; for this reason, they 
are now often called 'turnshoes'. They are flat-soled. 
Shoes at this time were characteristically pointed at the 
toe – sometimes  extravagantly so for the wealthy, 
minimally for the poor.  

Wooden soles with leather straps that could be 
strapped on over the shoe to (a) protect the leather sole 
and the stitching, especially from wet conditions and (b) 
to keep your feet warm in the cold or wet. 

The Basic Look
This is how you should aim to look most of the time. 
B has all the same elements as A but with a gown and a belt over the the top.

pourpoint

woollen hat

shirt 
(underneath pourpoint)

points (attaching 
pourpoint to hose)

hose

gown

belt

shoes

A
B
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It's all about layers... here's how they go...
The next few pages give more information and examples about the various pieces of kit - everything 
is based on period illustrations backed up with a few photos taken from contemporary reenactment. 

Breeches 
1) BL Royal 14 E V Netherlands 1470s:
breeches in white linen

Shirt 

Separate-leg hose 
7) English stained glass, Cassiobury Park (now V&A), 1450-75
This labourer is wearing: 

- single hose presumably tied to breeches - the hose seem to go up
     under his shirt, suggesting that they cannot be tied to a pourpoint. 
- shirt (visible through the side vent)
- loose belted gown - more like an old-fashioned cote, with side vents 
-    a rush hat
He's clearly low-status: single (or split) hose not attached to a pourpoint, 
loose old-fashioned garments. (8) is similar - a henpecked husband who 
is wearing a loose cote-like gown and ill-fitting shoes  cut away at the toe 
alongside what appear to be falling-down split hose. Unless you are 
fellow like one of these two, you should wear joined 
hose (see below).

4) BL Harley 1766 English 1450s: shirt in white linen.
 V-neck, mid-thigh,very loose fit. 

5) Misericord, St Mary's
Fairford, English, 15th century. 

This English harvester is wearing just his 
shirt for the hot work (and perhaps single 
hose tied to breeeches underneath).

2) English stained glass from Holy
Trinity, Tattershall, 15th century:
breeches in white linen

- dark ankle boots

3) Modern interpretation
from Historic Enterprises.

8) (9) Old-fashioned split hose by Historic Enterprises. This is an old 
style of split hose - by the 1450s - by this time, another form of split 

hose had developed that could be attached to a pourpoint. However, 
this older style could have been worn under a shirt and without a 

pourpoint among the poor.

1

2

4
5
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(8) Misericord, Holy Trinity, Stratford-upon-Avon, 15th century



Joined hose and pourpoint

1) Bodleian Library, Rawlinson D 1220 (1450-75)

He is wearing: 
- Joined hose with codpiece, closely fitted throughout and pointed to:

 - a pourpoint with long sleeves, close-fitting and with high collar, 
laced at the front. There are at least six points, three being visible 
on the near side, with more that cannot be seen at the back.

- a shirt (underneath the pourpoint - not visible) 
He looks to be of good status to me but he is slightly under-dressed. He 
is shown wrestling with his mate, so it's a very informal situation.

3) Bodleian Library, Rawlinson
D 1220 (1450-75) 
This guy is quite similarly dressed to the one above but the points 
are not visible. (There are a couple of suggestive marks, but 
nothing like the very obvious points shown in the picture above 
and elsewhere in the same manuscript.) 
So he is wearing: 
- linen shirt (not visible) 

- a pourpoint in dark orange with a high collar
- a fitted short gown with very short skirts, tightly fitted into the waist 
- a neat conical hat 
This chap looks of good middling status - simillar to the lad above but 
more formally dressed. 

2) Here are Martin
Forrester and John 
McSeveney of The 

Clarence Household 
similarly dressed for 

informal fight practice: 
ankle boots, close-fitting 

joined hose pointed to 
sleeved pourpoint over 

loose shirt. 

And with a gown
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-    tight-fitting joined hose with codpiece, attached to:



Pourpoint, hose and gown – lower, middle and upper ranks: 

1) Cassiobury Park (now in the V&A), English stained glass, 1450-75
This labourer is wearing: 
- rough ankle boots of soft leather
- a  shirt (not visible)
- ragged hose which could be separate leg or joined, 
- loose short gown – little more than an old-fashioned cote belted at the 

the waist and with long sleeves. He has a knife hanging from his belt.
- a soft hat. 
Clearly low status – baggy ragged hose, possibly 
separate-leg, rough shoes, old-fashioned gown/cote

2) Wall-painting, Pickering Church, Yorkshire c.1460 This archer is wearing:
- dark low shoes with a contrasting trim
- shirt (not visible at all) 
- tightly-fitted joined hose, grey, pointed (not visibly) to a matching: 
- high-collared black pourpoint, likely long-sleeved
- A well-fitted waisted short gown (probably cinched in with a belt) with 

 sidevents, contrasting trim, and long sleeves 
- A soft lined hat with upturned sides. 
A smartly turned-out archer wearing a well-fitted and tidy outfit with some decorative touches.

3) Wall painting at Hessett Church, Suffolk, English, late 15th century
This portrayal of Wrath is wearing: 
- perhaps pale lowcut shoes (there is a hint of something) 

- closely-fitted yellow joined hose with codpiece 
- a fitted long-sleeved matching pourpoint
- a very full pleated short gown, cinched at the waist and with full

hanging sleeves - these have vents
- a belt tight about his waist 

Clearly a gentleman of high status: note the 
extravagant use of fabric, colour and shapes. 
As a representative of a deadly sin, he 
presumably epitomises some fashion excess.

- a soft black hat 

- a shirt (not visible) 

4) Colin Middleton is wearing a
smart high-status outfit: ankle boots (with 

pattens), close-fitting black joined hose over 
a burgundy silk doublet (not visible); over 
the top he has a full short gown in a rich 

fabric, cinched in at the waist with a 
decorated belt. Gown by Sarah Thursfield. 
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From here the next level is a long gown – for status, for an older guy, or for 
warmth: 

1) Norbury Manor, English stained glass, mid 15th century

2) Alabaster (V&A), England, 15th century

Joseph of Arimathea  is wearing: 

- extravagantly pointed shoes 
- hose (not visible), pointed to  
- pourpoint (not visible)
- full length and very full-bodied gown which is held in with a 
- decorated belt, hanging from which, on a metal hanger, he  
      has a striking metal-framed purse 
- a hood draped around his shoulders

This gentleman is clearly comfortably off, but he is dressed for warmth here.

- a soft hat

Joseph is portrayed as a wealthy older gentleman 
- note his fashionable shoes, full gown and stylish 
accessories

This elderly fellow is wearing:
-    low  pointed shoes,  with 
-    pattens over the top
- hose (not visible), pointed to 
- pourpoint (not visible)
- full length and very full-bodied gown, closed at the front, fur- 
     trimmed and cinched in with: 
-    a decorated belt 
- a hood over his shoulders and head with 
-    a soft hat on top

4) Colin Middleton again in a
handsome long gown with

sleeve slits and fur trim. It is 
worn over a close-fitting dark 

pourpoint and accesorised with 
decorated belt, purse and 

collar. Gown again by Sarah 
Thursfield, photo by Mike 

Ingram.

3) St Margaret's, Margaretting,
Essex, 15th century

This prophet is wearing:

- an open-fronted full gown
     with fur trim, cinched with an
     ornate belt. This is worn over 
-    a high-collared yellow pourpoint, and
-    a shirt
-    he also has a soft red woollen hat

As with Joseph, above, this is a 
portrayal of a wealthy man.
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1) BL Egerton 2572 England, 1480s

'The four humours' in varying styles of gown.  

On the top left, 'Melancholy' is wearing low round-end 
shoes, and tightly-fitted and striped joined hose, 
pointed to a tight-fitting open-fronted red pourpoint 
worn (presumably) over a shirt. He has a very short 
and fitted gown with full sleeves,  a neat red hat, and 
finally a stylish bag hanging from his belt. 

Sanguinis (top right) is wearing low round-end shoes, 
and tight hose pointed to an open-fronted  pourpoint. 
He has a full shirt, just visible under the pourpoint, 
and a very full, thigh-length belted gown with 
contrasting lining. He has a neat brimmed hat. 

A few more images of pourpoint, hose and gown, : 

2) Ripple St Mary
Church, late 15th century
A tidily-dressed man: 
tight-fitted hose with 
codpiece joined to a 
pourpoint (not visible) 
with a short gown over 
the top, belted tight to 
the waist, and a neat hat.

3) English stained glass, 1450-75,
Cassiobury Park (now in V&A).

A labourer, wearing ankle boots 
and joined hose pointed 
(loosely) to a long-sleeved 
pourpoint. The characteristic 
piecing and cut of the fifteenth 
century pourpoint is very clearly 
seen. His shirt is also just 
visible at the wrists. He has no 
gown or hat - making this a very 
informal outfit for hard manual 
work.4) Stained glass, St James at

St Kew, Cornwall, 15th century

A low-status fellow in a scene 
of the scourging of Christ. 

Note how his hose are 
drooping at the back - 
they could be separate-leg 
hose in the old style, or 
else he has loosened his 
points at the rear. Either 
way - not a good look!

5) Another archer from
Pickering Church, c.1460

Another tidily-dressed archer: 
low shoes over joined hose 
pointed to a long-sleeved black 
pourpoint; shirt not visible.Short 
gown, quite close-fitting, 
trimmed and fitted into the 
waist, perhaps a belt. Neat 
wool hat with a badge.

Phlegmaticus (bottom right) has pointed ankle boots 
and tight hose, pointed to the pourpoint which is just 
visible at the neck. He has a full calf-length gown 
with puffed sleeves, belted, and is wearing a 
chaperon hat. He is also wearing mittens.

Choler (bottom left) is wearing ankle boots, tight red 
hose pointed to the pourpoint visible at the neck, a 
loose unbelted gown and a bulky red hat.
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A few words on hats ...
There are quite a few options on head-gear:

1) A felt hat with an upturned
contrasting brim:
Bodleian Rawl D 1220

2) A 'chaperon' - a style
originally based on a
rolled-up hood:
Bodleian, Rawl D 1220.

3) A cloth hood open at
the front and worn with
a soft round hat on top:
misericord, Worcester
Cathedral.

4) a high hat in stiff felt, with a feather at the front, worn by a
smart young man: wall-painting, Pickering Church.
There is another conical hat on the lad in a short
gown - no, 3, page 4.

5) soft round wool hats, one with a small tuft on
the top: English alabaster, V&A.
Other soft hats can be seen on the labourer
with ragged hose, and on the figure of 'Wrath'
from Hesset Church (nos. 1 and 3, page 5).
Sometimes these hats have turned or
rolled up brims. These styles might well be
knitted in the 15th century.

6) a bulbous brimmed hat:
wall-painting at Broughton
 Church, Bucks.

It's also worth noting the labourer's rush hat in the 
illustration of separate-leg hose - no 7, page 3.

'Sanguinis' in the 'Four 
Humours' (no. 1, page 7) 
has another style of wide-
brinned hat.

Coifs - something to avoid. You may see people wearing simple linen skull-caps 
either on their own or under their other hats. This is called a coif, and was a 
style worn by men in earlier medieval times. However, it is generally not suitable 
for the later 15th century (with the exception of a few specific professions).

1 2

3

5

4

6

See also another hood with a hat on top on the old gentleman from 
Norbury Manor (no. 1, page 6). This hood is closed at the front - the 
commoner style. Hoods are good starter headgear.

This may also be 
the style worn by the 
Pickering archer 
(no. 2, page 5)

There's another 
chaperon on 
'Phlegmaticus' in 
the Four Humours 
(no. 1, page 7). 

These soft round styles are 
recommended as the easiest 

to make or get hold of.
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Various shoe options have been shown in the illustrations so far:

- 
- 

- 
- 
- 

ankle boots on the labourers (no. 7, page 3 and no. 3, page 7)
low shoes with decorative trim on the Pickering archers (no. 2, page 5 and no. 5, page 7): these 
probably do up at the side.
the old man from Norbury Park (no. 1, page 6) has low shoes with pattens over the top for warmth 
the clump-ended shoes on 'Melancholy' and 'Sanguinis' (no. 1, page 7)
the elegant points on Joseph of Arimathea's shoes (no. 2, page 6)

Generally, you should - to start with - avoid these last two styles, as excessive points or excessive 
clumped ends were very high-status. Go for a distinct but moderate point. 
Stylistically, the most typical options are ankle boots or low shoes and this what you should go for. 
Here's some more images:

1

2

3

4

5

6

1) Low bar shoes on a smart young
gentleman: Pickering Church.
These could be done up with a lace, a
buckle or a split strap.

2) Ankle boots on an elderly
gentleman: Worcester Cathedral

3) Low shoes worn by a well-dressed St
Christopher: Shorwell Church on the
Isle of Wight, mid-15th century

4) Ankle-boots worn by a prosperous donor:
St Matthew's, Morley. Derbs, 15th century.

5) Elegantly pointed low shoes: English
alabaster (now V&A)15th century

6) High leather boots worn by a
working man: English book
of hours, c.1490.

And a  few words on shoes ...

All the replicas pictured are the work of NP Historical Shoes.
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So... it's all about layers. The typical late fifteenth century costume has several layers - shirt + 
pourpoint + gown, and maybe more than one gown at that.  Layers are often but not always  
removed for hard physical work, and poorer folk - unsurprisingly - have less elaborate outfits. 
Unless you are truly hard at work on manual labour - or in bed - or taking a bath - you should be 
layering up.

Fit is important too. The base layers of joined hose and pourpoint are figure-hugging - not to say 
revealing - and the gown over the top is either fitted to the waist or cinched in with a belt. Once 
again, less elaborate outfits and baggy garments are indicators of poverty and low status - and 
such indicators were important in medieval society. If you are portraying a person who is at least 
comfortably off, then fit is every bit as important as fancy accessories.

1 - put 
on your 

breeches...

2 - and your shirt. 
You're now in 

your full 
underwear...

3 - put on  
your 

pourpoint. 
You are still 
very much in 

a state of 
undress!

4 - pull on your 
joined hose 
and attach 

them to your 
pourpoint 
using the 

points. Do up 
the front of 

your pourpoint. 
5 - add your 

hat and 
shoes. You 

are now 
dressed and 

fit to be 
seen!

6 - add a 
belted gown 
on top - you 
are now fully 
dressed and 
fit for polite 

society.  Feel 
free to 

accessorise!

Here's a quick summary of the dressing-up process:

Replace stage (4) with pulling on and attaching  your separate-leg hose if preferred and your 
status permits it.

To sum up...
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A short gown (this could be a looser and unpointed ‘doublet’ as is often worn, but if it 
is not fitted to the waist then it needs to be belted in tightly, and it should not have 
any visible point holes). Your gown should have full-length or mid-length sleeves 
(again, unless low status, in which case a sleeveless jerkin is a possibility). 

A leather belt
A purse

Pattens

Full works: A long pleated gown, perhaps trimmed in fur 

Tailor-made figure-hugging joined hose 

A more extravagant hat  

Shaped and pointed low shoes 

Accessories! (jewellery, a decorated belt etc)

So, what do you need? 

You can build up your kit bit by bit, and here are some suggested stages for getting hold of stuff. 
You don't need to go beyond the first stage, but the more layers you have the more typical your 
outfit will end up being. So for men the essential pieces of soft kit are:  

Basics:  

It is hard to be precise, but unless you can make things yourself you should expect to pay from 
around £200 for this ensemble. Look out for second-hand items being sold on: living history forums 
and Facebook pages are good for this.

Next step: 

•
•

•

•
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A loose linen shirt 

Joined hose - unless you are a low-status labourer or very active craftsman in 
which case separate-leg hose are acceptable, though for craftsmen, joined is 
still best. Your hose should be footed or stirruped - again, unless you are 
very low status when unfooted is okay - and  they should be close-fitting. If 
buying off the peg, try a few on to get the best fit. With care, you might also 
take them in along the back-of-the-leg seam after purchase to get a closer fit.

A sleeved pourpoint (NB - this is often called a doublet)

Lots of points - these can be made from leather thonging to start, or 
shoelaces - but take off the plastic ends. Best of all are lengths of braided 
cord, with metal tips at each end to help with threading, and you can buy 
these from many reenactment suppliers.

A simple woollen hat or hood

Leather shoes – ankle boots are good, and you could start with the more 
affordable machine-sewn versions (e.g. from Ana Period Shoes).

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Breeches•



CREDITS

Images marked BL come from the British Library Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts: www.bl.uk/
catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts and date from between approximately 1450 and 1490. Other ms 
images are as noted and of similar date. Alabaster images are from the Victoria and Albert collection 
and are all English and later 15th century: collections.vam.ac.uk. Wall painting images come from a 
variety of sources and can be found on the impressive www.paintedchurch.org; all the ones used here 
are English and 15th century. Misericord images are also from a variety of locations - see the splendid 
www.misericords.co.uk - and again all those used are English and 15th century. Stained glass images 
are as noted and again all English and 15th century - thanks to the wonderful archive of 
www.therosewindow.com for the use of their images.

Thanks to Colin Middleton and Sarah Thursfield, Gwen Nowrick of Historic Enterprises, Juraj Matejik of 
NP Historical Shoes, The Clarence Household and photographers Mike Ingram and Jessica Creighton 
for the use of their persons, creations, and photos.

This guide has been produced by Gill Page of Trouvère Medieval Minstrels for the Facebook project 
'Making Fifteenth Century Reenactment Glorious'.

Paul Leigh and Gill Page
Trouvère Medieval Minstrels 
www.medievalminstrels.com

There are many makers and suppliers of costume, and it's best to consult with your group before 
ordering or buying. You will be able to meet many suppliers at reenactment markets. It is always best 
to have a garment made for you or at least to try on extensively before buying - fit really is important!

If you want to make your own garments, you can find patterns in Sarah Thursfield's The Medieval 
Tailor's Assistant. Patterns are also available from the American companies Mediaeval 
Miscellanea  and Reconstructing History, amongst others. Books and patterns are available online 
and at reenactment markets.

Markets
(Information current as at February 2014)
The Original Reenactment Market - held every November and March, near Coventry: 
www.reenactorsmarket.co.uk
The International Living History Fair - held every April and October, near Leicester: 
www.pikeandshot.com/ilhf
The National Living History Fair - held in October and February, near Coventry: www.nlhf.co.uk
Large markets are also held at events such as (amongst others) the medieval festivals at Tewkesbury 
(mid-July each year) and Herstmonceux (end of August each year).

Getting hold of everything...
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